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ABSTRACT: Dipoles are widely involved in π-π interactions and are central to many chemical and biological functions, but 
their influence on the strength of π-π interactions remains unclear. Here we report a study of π-π interaction between 
azulene-based, polar single molecules and between naphthalene based, nonpolar single molecules. By performing scanning 
tunneling microscopy break junction (STM-BJ) measurements of single-molecule conductance, we show that the π-stacked 
dimers formed by the azulene-based, polar aromatic structures feature higher electrical conductivity and mechanical 
stability than those formed from the naphthalene-based, nonpolar molecules. Mechanical control of π-π interactions in 
both rotational and translational motion reveals a sensitive dependence of the stacking strength on relative alignment 
between the dipoles. The antiparallel alignment of the dipoles was found to be the optimal stacking configuration that 
underpins the observed enhancement of π-π stacking between azulene-based single molecules. DFT calculations further 
explained the observed enhancement of stacking strength and the corresponding charge transport efficiency. Our 
experimental and theoretical results show that the antiparallel alignment of the dipole moments significantly enhances the 
electronic coupling and mechanical stability of π-π stacking. In addition, in the formation of single-molecule junctions, the 
azulene group was experimentally and theoretically proved to form an Au-π contact with electrodes with high charge 
transport efficiency. This paper provides evidence and interpretation of the role of dipoles in π-π interactions at single-
molecule level, and offers new insights into potential applications in supramolecular devices. 

Introduction 1 

π-π stacking, as an archetypal form of non-covalent 2 

interactions between aromatic structures, has been 3 

explored in a wide range of contexts, including 4 

supramolecular chemistry 1, material science 2, chemical 5 

sensing 3, 4 and molecular biology 5. With the development 6 

of advanced techniques for detecting weak interactions, 7 

increasing interest has been focused on the measurement, 8 

interpretation and application of π-π stacking. At a 9 

macroscopic level, UV-Vis spectroscopy is capable of 10 

detecting the existence of π-π stacking 6 and X-ray 11 

crystallography can be used to analyze the relative 12 

alignment of aromatic rings in crystal structures 7. 13 

However, because the strength and configuration of 14 

stacking in the bulk are influenced by multiple types of 15 

intermolecular forces from a large number of surrounding 16 

molecules, it is difficult to disentangle the contribution 17 

from π-π interactions. The emergence of single-molecule 18 

measurement techniques, such as force spectroscopy 8, 19 

single-molecule fluorescence 9 and break junction 20 

conductance measurement 10-12, offers new strategies for 21 

characterizing π-π interactions between two single 22 

molecules. In particular, break junction conductance 23 

measurements of the electrical and mechanical properties 24 

of molecular junctions, are a powerful method for studying 25 

π-π interactions between single molecules 10-12, due to their 26 
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influence on the electronic coupling between neighboring 1 

aromatic groups. 2 

Dipoles are commonly involved in the π-π interactions 3 

between building blocks of supramolecular assemblies 13  or 4 

nucleobases in DNA 14. A relation between molecular 5 

dipoles and stacking properties was also proposed by 6 

theoretical considerations 15. Therefore, investigating the 7 

role of dipoles as a contribution to π-π interactions is 8 

essential for the interpretation of relevant chemical or 9 

biological processes and the design of functional materials 10 

or supramolecular systems. Recent X-ray crystallography 11 

studies reveal regular alignment of dipoles in crystal 12 

structures formed via π-π interactions 7, 16. However, since 13 

crystal formation is a cooperative phenomenon mediated 14 

by a large population of molecules, evaluation of the 15 

influence from individual dipoles on π-π stacking remains 16 

a difficult task. Even at a single-molecule level, because the 17 

involvement of dipoles increases the complexity of 18 

deciphering the weak, intermolecular interactions, 19 

observation and interpretation of dipolar contributions to 20 

π-π interactions are still a challenge. 21 

Here we show via single-molecule conductance 22 

measurements and mechanical control that the 23 

antiparallel alignment of dipole moments significantly 24 

enhances π-π interactions between azulene-based 25 

molecules, and the enhancement is sensitive to the dipole 26 

orientation. We investigated the electronic coupling and 27 

mechanical stability of π-π stacking between polar  28 

azulene-based single molecules (with a 1.08 D dipole 29 

moment 17) and between non-polar naphthalene-based 30 

single molecules. We further determined how the stacking 31 

properties were influenced by relative orientation of the 32 

dipole moments. Our theoretical modeling confirmed that 33 

the optimal antiparallel alignment of the dipoles 34 

strengthens the π-π interaction and the corresponding 35 

charge transport efficiency. Furthermore, our comparison 36 

between the structures terminated with mono-SMe and 37 

two-SMe revealed efficient coupling of azulene to an 38 

electrode, and also showed different π-π stacking strength 39 

due to the steric hindrance introduced by the additional -40 

SMe group. This work provides single-molecule-level 41 

evidence that the orientation and strength of π-π stacking 42 

are closely related to the dipoles in aromatic groups, and 43 

point to new understanding and applications of dipole-44 

mediated π-π interactions. 45 

 46 

Results and Discussions 47 

Experimental design 48 

To study the effect of dipoles on π-π interactions, we 49 

performed scanning tunneling microscopy break junction 50 

(STM-BJ) measurements 18-20 of the electrical conductivity 51 

and mechanical stability of the π-π stacking between single 52 

molecules with and without intrinsic dipoles. The STM-BJ 53 

technique measures the conductance of the metal-54 

molecule-metal junctions formed during the piezo-55 

controlled repeated approaching and retraction of the STM 56 

tip electrode relative to the substrate electrode 57 

(Experimental section, Fig. 1a). The measurement 58 

provides detailed information under precise mechanical 59 

control of the electronic coupling of the molecular 60 

junction, and has proved to be sensitive enough to detect 61 

the intermolecular coupling between single molecules 11, 21. 62 

We measured the conductance and mechanical stability of 63 

a series of azulene-based compounds (AZ1, AZ2 and AZ3) 64 

and an isomeric, naphthalene-based compound (NA1). Fig. 65 

1b shows the molecular structures and the Experimental 66 

section describes the synthesis and characterization of 67 

these compounds. The compounds are functionalized with 68 

methylthio terminal groups to form robust mechanical and 69 

electrical contacts with the STM Au electrode on one end 70 

(AZ1, AZ3 and NA1) or both ends (AZ2) 22, 23. Apart from 71 

single-molecule junctions, π-stacked dimer junctions (Fig. 72 

1a) are also expected to constitute part of the population in 73 

break-junction measurements 10, 11, 24, especially for the 74 

molecules containing a single anchor group. We 75 

investigated the effect of dipoles on π-π interactions by 76 

comparing the electrical and mechanical properties of the 77 

stacked dimers with polar (azulene) or nonpolar 78 

(naphthalene) aromatic groups. In particular, azulene has 79 

a 1.08 D dipole moment along an axis from its seven-80 

membered ring to five-membered ring, as a result of the 81 

intra-molecular electron transfer to maintain its aromatic 82 

structure 25, 26. The different substitution positions on the 83 

phenyl rings (para for AZ1 vs. meta for AZ3) provide an 84 

opportunity for accessing different directions of 85 

mechanical intervention with respect to the dipole 86 

moments. 87 

 88 

 89 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the instrument and 1 

chemical structures of the studied compounds. (a) A 2 

scheme of two π-π stacked molecules bridged between the 3 

STM electrodes. (b) Chemical structures of the studied 4 

compounds.  5 

 6 

 7 

Conductance measurements reveal π-π stacking 8 

between single molecules  9 

We first carried out STM-BJ conductance measurements 10 

for 100 M AZ1, 10 M NA1 and 100 M AZ2 (see 11 

Experimental section, NA1 was measured at 10 M for a 12 

better exhibition of the conductance features) dissolved in 13 

a mixed solvent of tetrahydrofuran and mesitylene (1:4). 14 

The measurement generated conductance vs. distance 15 

traces (Figs. 2a, 2d and 2g) during tip retractions, showing 16 

plateaus associated with the formation and breakdown of 17 

Au-molecule-Au junctions. Plateaus at two discrete 18 

conductance levels can be repeatedly observed on 19 

individual traces for all three molecules. By overlaying 20 

thousands of individual conductance vs. distance traces 21 

without selection, we constructed the two-dimensional 22 

(2D) conductance vs. distance histograms (Figs. 2b, 2e 23 

and 2h). In accordance with the two-level plateaus on 24 

individual traces, each 2D histogram displays two high 25 

count regions: the high conductance (HC) state and the 26 

low conductance (LC) state, revealing the existence of two 27 

different types of junctions.  28 

29 

30 

31 

 32 
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Figure 2. Conductance measurements of AZ1, NA1 and AZ2. (a-c) Measurements of 100 M AZ1: (a) representative 1 

individual conductance vs. distance traces, (b) two-dimensional (2D) conductance vs. distance histogram and (c) One-2 

dimensional (1D) conductance histogram; (d-f) Measurements of 10 M NA1: (d) individual conductance traces, (e) 2D 3 

conductance histogram and (f) 1D conductance histogram; (g-i) Measurements of 100 M AZ2: (g) individual conductance 4 

traces, (h) 2D conductance histogram and (i) 1D conductance histogram. Different concentrations are represented by 5 

different colors as the insets indicate. The black arrows mark the conductance states at high conductance levels (HC) and 6 

low conductance levels (LC). Each histogram is constructed from over 3000 curves without data selection. The tentative 7 

interpretations of the junction configurations are shown in Table 1. 8 

 9 

 10 

We then proceeded to conductance measurements at 11 

lower concentration (1 M) for AZ1, NA1 and AZ2 (Figs. 12 

S1a-c), and constructed the one-dimensional (1D) 13 

conductance histograms for both high (10 and 100 M) and 14 

low (1 M) concentrations as shown in Figs. 2c, 2f and 2i. 15 

For better comparison of the relative change between the 16 

HC and LC peaks, the 1D histograms at different 17 

concentrations are normalized by the HC peak height. 18 

According to previous studies, the effect of π-π stacking is 19 

closely dependent on molecular concentration 27-30. At high 20 

concentrations, the 1D histogram of each structure features 21 

two peaks (HC and LC) corresponding to the two high 22 

count regions in 2D histograms. In addition, for AZ1 and 23 

NA1, the LC peaks were higher in count than the HC peaks, 24 

while for AZ2, the LC and HC peaks were comparable. 25 

Upon decreasing the concentration, the LC peak changed 26 

relative to the HC peak in three different patterns: it 27 

vanished for AZ2, the area under the peak decreased for 28 

NA1 and it broadened for AZ1. The HC peaks, were 29 

independent of the concentration and can be attributed to 30 

single-molecule (monomer) junctions formed by two Au-S 31 

contacts for AZ2 or by Au-S and Au-π contacts 31, 32 for AZ1 32 

and NA1. In contrast, the concentration dependency of the 33 

LC peaks of NA1 and AZ2 indicates that the LC peaks were 34 

formed fromπ-stacked dimers, whose formation 35 

probability significantly depends on the concentration 29, 
36 

30. For AZ1, based on the similarity in molecular structure 37 

and two-peak pattern between AZ1 and NA1, we inferred 38 

that the LC peak of AZ1 was also due to π-stacked dimers. 39 

The lack of obvious concentration dependence of the AZ1 40 

LC peak was possibly due to the exceptionally strong π-π 41 

stacking of the azulene-based aromatic structures even at 42 

low concentrations. In contrast with AZ1, the HC state of 43 

AZ2 was more dominant at both high and low 44 

concentrations, in agreement with the reasoning that 45 

double Au-S contacts provided more stable and more-46 

probable monomer junctions compared to the π-stacked 47 

dimers. Clearly, at high concentrations, the LC state was 48 

more evident than the reported stacked dimers of nonpolar 49 

π structures 29, 30, suggesting stronger π-π interactions 50 

between the azulene-based π structures. The more intense 51 

intermolecular activity for AZ1 (or AZ2) than NA1 revealed 52 

by single-molecule measurements is supported by the DLS 53 

analysis (Fig. S2 and Table S1), and beyond the detection 54 

capability of UV-Vis adsorption spectroscopy at 55 

comparable concentrations (Fig. S3). 56 

The above reasoning is supported by the conductance 57 

values (Table S2). At high concentrations where both HC 58 

and LC peaks can be clearly resolved, the most-probable 59 

HC value of AZ1 (3.73×10−2 G0, G0 for the quantum 60 

conductance, 77.6 μS) was slightly higher than that of NA1 61 

(2.11×10−2 G0), consistent with the similar junction contacts 62 

and configurations predicted for AZ1 and NA1 monomers. 63 

But the most-probable low conductance value of AZ1 64 

(4.33×10−3 G0) was ~5 times of that of NA1 (9.34×10−4 G0), 65 

revealing evidently higher charge transport efficiency, 66 

possibly due to the better coupled π-π system. In 67 

comparison, AZ2 displayed lower HC and LC values 68 

(1.65×10−3 G0 and 1.93×10−4 G0). This could be a consequence 69 

of sulfur on the 2-position of azulene affecting the 70 

molecular energy level and also inducing sulfur-π 71 

interaction with the phenyl ring on the other monomer 33. 72 

The attribution of peaks and evaluation of π-π stacking 73 

strength is validated by the following analysis and 74 

theoretical calculations. 75 

As control experiments, pure solvent was measured for 76 

the calibration of background and single molecules in self-77 

assembled monolayers (SAMs) without solvent were 78 

measured to determine the intrinsic conductance features 79 

of AZ1 and NA1 (Fig. S4). The break junction measurement 80 

of pure solvent showed no plateaus in individual 81 

conductance traces or peak in conductance histograms. 82 

On the other hand, for AZ1 and NA1 in SAMs without 83 

solvent, the single-molecule conductance measurement 84 

displayed HC and LC conductance features for both 85 

molecules, of which the conductance values were similar 86 

to those measured in solution. The control experiments 87 

corroborated the origin of conductance features of the 88 

studied molecules. 89 

To provide further evidence for the attribution of 90 

conductance peaks, we conducted statistical analysis for 91 

the size of the STM tip-substrate gap for AZ1, NA1 and AZ2. 92 

We calculated the distance from the breakdown of Au-Au 93 

quantum contact to the breakdown of HC/LC plateaus on 94 

each conductance vs. distance traces (see details in 95 

Experimental section and Fig. S5a), and constructed 96 

histograms showing the distribution of total tip 97 

displacements for the HC (Fig. S5b) and the LC (Fig. 3a) 98 

states. The size of the tip-substrate gap was estimated by 99 

adding a 0.5 nm snap-back distance 34, 35 to the averaged tip 100 

displacement. For the HC states, the averaged gap size at 101 

the breakdown was determined to be 0.878 nm, 0.912 nm 102 
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and 1.117 nm for AZ1, NA1 and AZ2, respectively. The gap 1 

sizes for AZ1 and NA1 were slightly shorter than their 2 

molecular lengths (0.924 nm and 1.081 nm), as expected for 3 

monomer junctions with Au-S covalent coupling on one 4 

side and a ‘point to face’ Au-π coupling on the other side. 5 

The gap size for AZ2 was about the same as its molecular 6 

length (1.104 nm), consistent with single-molecule 7 

junctions formed by covalent contact on both ends. In 8 

comparison, for the LC states, the averaged gap size was 9 

1.214 nm, 1.131 nm and 1.383 nm for AZ1, NA1 and AZ2, 10 

respectively, all of which were longer than the 11 

corresponding molecular lengths, confirming that π-12 

stacked dimers were the origin of the LC states. In 13 

particular, the gap size of AZ1 and NA1 were consistent with 14 

their theoretical junction lengths, estimated for the fully 15 

stacked configurations (1.214 nm and 1.224 nm, DFT 16 

optimizations shown in later section) with both the phenyl 17 

ring and the azulene/naphthalene group stacked. The 18 

more extended gap size of AZ2 suggests that the second -19 

SMe group elongated the dimer junction by participating 20 

in the π-π interaction, which is in agreement with the 21 

decreased low conductance values. 22 

To examine the influence of twist angle on molecular 23 

conductance and π-π interaction, we performed DFT 24 

calculations of the energy of AZ1 and NA1 as a function of 25 

their twist angle (Fig. S6). On one hand, as reflected in the 26 

energy profile, the twist angles for the optimized 27 

conformations of AZ1 and NA1 are 35° and 30°, respectively. 28 

The slightly larger twist angle of AZ1 is potentially due to 29 

the stronger steric repulsion between the larger seven 30 

membered ring and the adjacent phenyl ring. Although the 31 

difference in twist angles is moderate, according to the 32 

reported relation, the slightly larger twist angle in AZ1 does 33 

not account for our observations, because it should 34 

theoretically weaken π-π stacking 36, 37 and suppress 35 

molecular conductance 38, 39. In contrast, we observed 36 

stronger π-π stacking and higher conductance for 37 

monomers and dimers of AZ1 than NA1, which is in the 38 

opposite trend of the twist angle effect.  39 

On the other hand, the conductance measured at room 40 

temperature is a thermally averaged result with twist 41 

angles changing dynamically on a fs (10-15 s) time scale. A 42 

larger probability to achieve the coplanar configuration (0º 43 

twist angle) also points to a higher averaged conductance. 44 

We characterized this probability by calculating the energy 45 

barrier between 0º and the optimal twist angle. As 46 

illustrated in Fig. S6, ∆𝐸𝐴𝑍1 is about 0.2 eV and ∆𝐸𝑁𝐴1  is 47 

about 0.07 eV, suggesting larger probability for NA1 to 48 

achieve the coplanar, higher conductance configuration. 49 

Both the above two effects caused by twist angle predict 50 

higher conductance and stronger π-π stacking of NA1 than 51 

AZ1, which is the opposite of our experimental observation. 52 

Therefore, we can exclude twist angle as the reason for the 53 

enhancement of conductance and π-π interaction. 54 

 55 
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 1 

Figure 3. Analysis of the tip-substrate gap size, conductance plateau length and slope, and flicker noise power. 2 

(a) Distribution of total tip displacement for AZ1, NA1 and AZ2. The estimated tip-substrate gap size is marked in each 3 

panel. (b) Distribution of low conductance (LC) plateau length and slope for AZ1, NA1 and AZ2. The dashed lines and 4 

numbers indicate the fitted Gaussian positions of the length (black) and slope (red). See Experimental section for detailed 5 

methods for the statistical analysis. (c) Two-dimensional histograms of normalized flicker noise power against conductance 6 

for AZ1, NA1 and AZ2. Each data point corresponds to a 0.2 s tip halted conductance trace. The noise power scales as 7 

annotated in the graph. 8 

 9 

 10 

Plateau length/slope and flicker noise analysis also 11 

indicate strong π-π stacking between azulene-based 12 

molecules  13 

After determining the conductance features of the π-14 

stacked dimers, we then evaluated the strength of π-π 15 

stacking in detail by statistical analysis of the plateau 16 

lengths and slopes of the LC states of AZ1, NA1 and AZ2. 17 

The plateau length represents the tip displacement from 18 

the formation to the breakdown of a specific junction 19 

configuration, which is determined by the lifting and 20 

stretching of the junction during the tip retraction. 21 

Because all the studied π-stacked dimers anchor to the 22 

electrodes via the same Au-S contacts, the mechanical 23 

stability of the π-π interaction between single molecules 24 

can be extracted and directly compared. We calculated the 25 

plateau length from each conductance vs. distance trace 26 

according to the 3σ limits (see Experimental section), 27 

and constructed histograms showing the distributions of 28 

LC plateau lengths (Fig. 3b). Remarkably, the averaged LC 29 

plateau length of AZ1 (0.572 nm) was larger than that of 30 

NA1 (0.484 nm), revealing higher stability and coupling 31 

strength of π-π stacking between azulene-based molecules 32 

than between naphthalene-based molecules. The LC state 33 

of AZ2 exhibited a shorter plateau length (0.510 nm) than 34 

AZ1, but longer than NA1. This indicates that the inclusion 35 

of the –SMe substituent weakened the stacking of azulene-36 

based molecules, but still maintained a stronger stacking 37 

than that of the naphthalene-based, nonpolar π structures.   38 

The plateau slope measures the change in junction 39 

conductance during tip retraction, and is an indicator of 40 

the electronic coupling in response to mechanical 41 

stretching of molecular junctions 40. We analyzed the 42 

plateau slope from the measured conductance vs. distance 43 

traces according to the 1σ limit (see Experimental 44 

section) and constructed histograms showing the 45 

distributions of LC plateau slopes (Fig. 3b). The averaged 46 
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LC plateau slope for NA1 (-2.252 nm-1) was significantly 1 

larger than those of AZ1 (-0.955 nm-1) and AZ2 (-0.818 nm-
2 

1), confirming the higher mechanical stability of π-π 3 

electronic coupling between azulene-based structures 4 

than that between naphthalene-based structures. To 5 

rationalize the origin of the slope difference, we consider a 6 

mechanical model of π-stacked dimer junctions, as 7 

described in Fig. S7. Assuming the energy barrier 8 

originating from the contacts, the monomers, and the π-π 9 

stacking, the Landauer-Buttiker formalism 41, 42, combined 10 

with phase-coherent tunneling, relates the conductance 11 

(G) of the π-stacked dimer junction to the decay constants 12 

(𝛽𝑐/𝑚/𝜋, where c, m and π represent contact, monomer and 13 

π-π stacking, respectively) and barrier widths (𝐿𝑐/𝑚/𝜋) via 14 

the expression 𝐺 ∝ 𝑒−𝛽𝑐𝐿𝑐 ∙ 𝑒−𝛽𝑚𝐿𝑚 ∙ 𝑒−𝛽𝜋𝐿𝜋 43. Thus the LC 15 

plateau slope is expressed as 40 16 

|
∆(𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝐺)

∆𝐿
| ∝ 𝛽𝑐

∆𝐿𝑐

∆𝐿
+ 𝛽𝑚

∆𝐿𝑚

∆𝐿
+ 𝛽𝜋

∆𝐿𝜋

∆𝐿
    Eq. 1 17 

With the stretching distance components ( ∆𝐿𝑐/𝑚/𝜋 ) 18 

expressed by the force (F) and the corresponding spring 19 

constants (𝑘𝑐/𝑚/𝜋), and assuming similar 𝑘𝑐/𝑚 and 𝛽𝑐/𝑚/𝜋 20 

for AZ1 and NA1, the ratio of the LC plateau slopes of AZ1 21 

and NA1 is described by 22 

|
∆(𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝐺𝐴𝑍1)

∆𝐿
|

|
∆(𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝐺𝑁𝐴1)

∆𝐿
|

≈

𝛽𝑐
𝑘𝑐

+
𝛽𝑚
𝑘𝑚

+
𝛽𝜋

𝑘𝜋,𝐴𝑍1
𝛽𝑐
𝑘𝑐

+
𝛽𝑚
𝑘𝑚

+
𝛽𝜋

𝑘𝜋,𝑁𝐴1

    Eq. 2 23 

Since it is apparent that 
𝛽𝑐

𝑘𝑐
+

𝛽𝑚

𝑘𝑚
> 0, by substituting the 24 

slope values, one obtains 
𝑘𝜋,𝐴𝑍1

𝑘𝜋,𝑁𝐴1
>

0.955 𝑛𝑚−1

2.252 𝑛𝑚−1
= 2.36 , so 25 

𝑘𝜋,𝐴𝑍1 ≫ 𝑘𝜋,𝑁𝐴1 . The larger 𝑘𝜋  of AZ1 suggests a stiffer 26 

stacked π system and stronger coupling comparing to that 27 

of NA1. The ratio of breakdown force (𝐹𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘,𝐴𝑍1/𝑁𝐴1) of the 28 

LC plateaus can be further estimated by the total spring 29 

constants (𝑘𝐴𝑍1/𝑁𝐴1) and the measured stretching distance 30 

(∆𝐿𝐴𝑍1/𝑁𝐴1) as 31 

𝐹𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘,𝐴𝑍1

𝐹𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘,𝑁𝐴1
=

𝑘𝐴𝑍1∙∆𝐿𝐴𝑍1

𝑘𝑁𝐴1∙∆𝐿𝑁𝐴1
    Eq. 3 32 

Based on the conclusion from Eq. 2, we have 𝑘𝐴𝑍1 > 𝑘𝑁𝐴1 33 

(assuming similar 𝑘𝑐/𝑚 ) and the LC plateau length 34 

distribution in Fig. 3b shows that ∆𝐿𝐴𝑍1 > ∆𝐿𝑁𝐴1 . We 35 

therefore conclude that 𝐹𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘,𝐴𝑍1 > 𝐹𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘,𝑁𝐴1. The above 36 

mechanical model corroborated stronger π-π stacking for 37 

AZ1 dimers than NA1 dimers from the both the spring 38 

constants and the breakdown forces. 39 

On the other hand, we performed the same analysis of 40 

the plateau length and slope of the HC states of AZ1, NA1 41 

and AZ2 (Figs. S5c and d). The large plateau length (0.448 42 

nm) and shallow plateau slope (-0.451 nm-1) of AZ2 support 43 

the monomer’s covalent binding to both electrodes 40. In 44 

contrast, NA1 and AZ1 exhibited similar, shorter plateau 45 

length (0.365 nm and 0.308 nm), but the slope of AZ1 (-46 

0.410 nm-1) was smaller than that of NA1 (-1.280 nm-1), 47 

reflecting a stronger Au-π coupling possibly due to the 48 

excessive negative charge on the five-membered ring.  49 

To gain further insight into the electronic coupling 50 

strength of π-π stacking, we conducted flicker noise 51 

analysis on AZ1, NA1 and AZ2. Flicker noise (1/f noise) 52 

comes from the electronic fluctuations on the electrodes, 53 

which are affected by the coupling along the charge 54 

transport pathway. The analysis of flicker noise has been 55 

proved to be effective in studying the electrical coupling 56 

mode of molecular junctions 44-47. The flicker noise power 57 

(PSD) is proportional to the n-th power of junction 58 

conductance: n = 1 when the charge transport is dominated 59 

by through-bond coupled pathway, and n = 2 when 60 

through-space transport dominates. In our experiment, we 61 

stopped the tip movement upon detection of a molecular 62 

junction, and collected the tunneling current for 0.2 s, from 63 

which the flicker noise (100-1000 Hz) was extracted and 64 

analyzed. Fig. 3c shows the histograms of normalized PSD 65 

vs. conductance (detailed analytical method in 66 

Experimental section). For the HC states, the PSD of AZ1 67 

and NA1 scaled with G1.75 and G1.81, respectively. The n 68 

values were close to the through-space coupled situation 69 

and in agreement with those reported for Au-π coupling 44. 70 

In contrast, the PSD of the HC state of AZ2 scaled with G1.00, 71 

revealing a through-bond coupling mechanism that was 72 

reported for Au-S anchored molecules 44, 48, 49. The above 73 

characteristics confirmed the proposed configurations of 74 

the monomer junctions. For the LC states, the PSD of NA1 75 

scaled with G1.74, typical of previously studied nonpolar π-76 

π interactions 29. Interestingly, the LC states of AZ1 and AZ2 77 

exhibited lower n values (1.58 and 1.69) that are more prone 78 

to through-bond coupling in comparison with NA1. The 79 

flicker noise analysis demonstrates that from NA1 to AZ2 80 

to AZ1, π-π stacking showed increasing strength and 81 

emerging features of through-bond fractions. These 82 

observations validate the conclusions from the 83 

conductance, plateau length and slope analyses. 84 

 85 

Antiparallel alignment of the dipoles contributes to 86 

the enhancement of π-π stacking 87 

Having established that azulene showed stronger π-π 88 

stacking comparing to naphthalene, we sought to 89 

determine the major factor that contributes to the 90 

enhancement. Since azulene and naphthalene share 91 

identical chemical formulae and similar dimensions, the 92 

major distinct difference is their dipole moments (1.08 D 93 

for azulene and 0 D for naphthalene), implying that the 94 

observed enhancement of π-π stacking stems from the 95 

dipole effect. As is well known, dipoles stabilize themselves 96 

by changing orientations relative to their neighbors and 97 

thus achieving favorable electrostatic interactions. For 98 

example, in a simplified two-dipole π-π system, where a 99 

face-to-face configuration is favored due to attractive 100 

stacking, antiparallel alignment of dipoles is expected to be 101 

the configuration with minimum potential energy, as 102 

described by the Keesom model 50. In agreement with this 103 

model, antiparallel stacking was also estimated for bulk 104 

azulene-based compounds 7, 17. We therefore reasoned that 105 

in our single-molecule measurements, the azulene dipoles 106 

adopt similar antiparallel alignment in the π-stacked dimer 107 

junctions, and thus the enhancement in π-π stacking 108 
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should be sensitive to the relative orientation between the 1 

dipoles. To assess this possibility, we designed an 2 

asymmetric π-stacked dimer to explore how the stacking 3 

strength is dependent on relative rotation between the 4 

monomers. We performed the single-molecule 5 

conductance measurement of a mixture of the meta-6 

substituted compound, AZ3 (Fig. 1b) and AZ1 (100 M:100 7 

M). Assuming random stacking among all the molecules, 8 

the probability of detecting AZ1 dimers, AZ3 dimers and 9 

AZ3+AZ1 dimers should be 25%, 25% and 50%, respectively. 10 

For the most detectable type of dimer junctions, AZ3+AZ1, 11 

a net torsion force that causes relative rotation of the 12 

stacked dipoles should occur as a result of the asymmetric 13 

contacting angles of AZ3-electrode and AZ1-electrode. In 14 

Fig. 4a and Fig. S8a, the conductance histogram shows a 15 

broadened HC state and a high count LC state. At the 16 

breakdown of the LC state, the averaged tip-substrate gap 17 

size was 1.160 nm (Fig. 4b), which is larger than the size of 18 

AZ1 or AZ3 monomers (0.985 nm), indicating dimer 19 

configurations. The averaged LC value of AZ3+AZ1 20 

(2.98×10−2 𝐺0, Table S2) was moderately lower than that of 21 

pure AZ1, potentially resulting from the relatively weaker 22 

π-π stacking due to the extra steric repulsion caused by the 23 

approximation of the -SMe group on AZ3 to the azulene 24 

group of AZ1. The averaged LC plateau length (0.456 nm) 25 

was remarkably smaller than that of AZ1 or AZ2, and close 26 

to that of NA1. The averaged LC plateau slope (-1.428 nm-1) 27 

was also deeper than that of AZ1 or AZ2, but shallower than 28 

NA1 (Fig. 4c). As a control, the pure AZ3 compound was 29 

also measured and analyzed by the same procedures (Figs. 30 

S8b-f). In contrast with the mixture, pure AZ3 showed 31 

similarly strong mechanical stability comparing to pure 32 

AZ1 during stretching. The above observations identified 33 

higher stability upon stretching of π-stacked dimers with 34 

symmetric contacting angles (pure AZ3/AZ1) and lower 35 

stability of those with asymmetric contacting angles, 36 

which involve relative rotation during stretching (AZ3+AZ1 37 

dimer). This phenomenon confirmed dipole interactions 38 

as a key contributor to the enhancement of π-π 39 

interactions, and supports an optimal antiparallel 40 

alignment of the azulene dipoles. 41 

 42 
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 1 

Figure 4. Dipole assisted π-π stacking in response to rotational force. (a) Two-dimensional conductance vs. 2 

distance histograms for the mixed solution of 100 M AZ1 and 100 M AZ3 (AZ1+AZ3). (b) Distribution of total tip 3 

displacement for AZ1+AZ3. The estimated tip-substrate gap size is marked in the panel. (c) Distribution of low conductance 4 

(LC) plateau length and slope for AZ1+AZ3. The dashed lines and numbers indicate the fitted Gaussian positions of the 5 

length (black) and slope (red). (d-f) ‘Pull and hold’ experiments for the LC states of AZ1, NA1 and AZ1+AZ3. Two-6 

dimensional conductance vs. tip halted time histograms for (d) AZ1 (100 M), (e) NA1 (100 M) and (f) AZ1+AZ3 (100+100 7 

M). The dashed lines and numbers show the percentage of survived junctions at 250 ms. (g) Schemes of metal-AZ3-AZ1-8 

metal junction observed from two different views. The black dots mark the force-applying position on AZ3 (I), center of the 9 

stacked structure of AZ3 (II) and AZ1 (III), and the force-applying position on AZ1 (IV). The blue dotted lines connect the 10 
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force-applying position to monomers’ joint position. (h) Force analysis at positions I and IV for relative electrodes’ 1 

movement in vertical (Z) and horizontal (X/Y) directions. The overall force (black arrows, Fz/xy for I and Fz/xy’ for IV) applied 2 

on the molecule-electrode contact is decomposed into the force for translational motion (blue arrows) and rotational 3 

motion (red arrows). Force analysis shows that the rotational forces on AZ1 and AZ3 are not anti-symmetric, from which 4 

relative rotation will occur between the stacked azulene units. 5 

 6 

 7 

We further carried out a ‘pull and hold’ experiment on 8 

AZ1, NA1 as well as the AZ1+AZ3 mixture to test the 9 

mechanical stability of the π-stacked dimers in response to 10 

a random force by the tip drift. We held the tip for 0.4 s 11 

upon detecting the LC states, and constructed 2D 12 

conductance vs. time histograms (Figs. 4d-f) from 13 

thousands of G-t traces. The histograms reveal two distinct 14 

bands at the LC level and at the background noise level, 15 

representing the breakdown of molecular junctions during 16 

the tip holding. By comparing the conductance histograms 17 

at t = 0 and t = 250 ms (Figs. S9a-c), we resolved the 18 

survival of 28.4% of AZ1 dimers, 8.4% of NA1 dimers and 19 

5.9% of AZ3+AZ1 mixed dimers. The evidently higher 20 

survival rate of AZ1 dimers than NA1 dimers proves the 21 

dipole-induced enhancement of π-π stacking. Intriguingly, 22 

the survival rate of AZ3+AZ1 mixed dimers was even 23 

slightly lower than NA1 dimers, indicating weak 24 

mechanical stability of asymmetric contacting dimers 25 

upon random stretching/compressing forces due to tip 26 

drifting (explained by force analysis in the following 27 

paragraph). Note that the survival rate of AZ3+AZ1 mixed 28 

dimers was less than half of the rate of AZ1 dimers. 29 

Considering the fact that AZ3 dimers displayed 30 

comparable mechanical dependency of stacking strength 31 

with AZ1 dimers (Figs. S8b-f), we infer that more than 50% 32 

of the detected dimers are formed between AZ3 and AZ1, 33 

which could be reasonably attributed to the potentially 34 

different binding affinities of AZ3 and AZ1 to the substrate. 35 

To interpret the anisotropy of the mechanical stability of 36 

dipole-assisted π-π stacking, we performed force analysis 37 

for the AZ1+AZ3 dimer bridged between the two STM 38 

electrodes. Fig. 4g illustrates two different views of a 39 

representative configuration of the stacked dimers. By 40 

assuming negligible deformation within each monomer, 41 

the situation can be simplified to the relative motion of 42 

AZ3 and AZ1 in response to a pair of force applied on 43 

positions I and IV. The stacking centers of AZ3 (II) and AZ1 44 

(III) are dynamically joined by π-π interaction. As shown 45 

in Fig. 4g, the connecting line from I to II is not in parallel 46 

with that from IV to III, because of the asymmetric 47 

electrode-contacting angles of AZ3 and AZ1. We then 48 

analyzed the forces on positions I and IV due to possible 49 

tip-substrate relative movement in vertical (Z) and 50 

horizontal (X/Y) directions (Fig. 4h). The overall force 51 

(Fz/xy, Fz/xy’) is decomposed into the force for translational 52 

motion (ft, ft’) and the force for rotational motion (fr, fr’). ft 53 

and ft’ only lead to translational movement between the 54 

monomers, but fr and fr’ give rise to the rotation of the 55 

stacked π systems. In particular, when fr and fr’ are 56 

antiparallel and of the same amplitude, the dimer is 57 

expected to rotate as a unit and only translational 58 

separation occurs; when fr and fr’ are not anti-symmetric, 59 

as in the case here for AZ3 and AZ1, the relative rotation 60 

will take place between the stacked parts. As a result, the 61 

antiparallel alignment of the dipoles is disturbed, 62 

explaining the weakening of the mechanical stability of π-63 

π stacking between AZ3 and AZ1. Moreover, the distinct 64 

mechanical properties under translational vs. rotational 65 

intervention offer multi-dimensionally switchable device 66 

functions. 67 

Previous theoretical studies and experimental studies 68 

have suggested antiparallel stacking of polar aromatic 69 

groups 7, 17, which supports the dipole-assisted π-π stacking 70 

observed in this study. Nevertheless, the formation of a 71 

crystal is a cooperative consequence of complicated 72 

interactions among a large quantity of molecules, thus 73 

making it difficult to disentangle dipole interactions from 74 

other influences. In the current work, we directly studied 75 

the dipole effect on π-π interactions by probing the 76 

stacking between two single molecules anchored to the 77 

two STM electrodes. Furthermore, we rotated the dipoles 78 

and studied the orientation-dependency of the stacking 79 

strength. Interpretation and controlling of the dipole effect 80 

were achieved here by single-molecule conductance 81 

measurements. Nevertheless, complete deconvolution of 82 

dipole interactions from π-π stacking remains a colossal 83 

task to be pursued in the future, which requires profound 84 

exploration on the influence from solvent, temperature, 85 

electrode, etc. 86 

 87 

Theoretical calculations  88 

To shed further light on the experimental observations, 89 

we evaluated the optimal stacked geometries and 90 

calculated their transmission functions, T(E), by 91 

combining the density functional theory (DFT) 51, 52 with 92 

the quantum transport code, Gollum 53. The electronic 93 

structures of AZ1 and NA1 monomers were first 94 

investigated (Fig. S10). The frontier orbitals closest to the 95 

Fermi energy, which provide the most significant 96 

contributions to transport are the delocalized HOMO and 97 

LUMO of NA1 and the delocalized HOMO-1 and LUMO of 98 

AZ1. Although the localized HOMO of the latter does not 99 

contribute to electron transport, the calculated HOMO-1-100 

LUMO gap of AZ1 (2.14 eV) is smaller than the HOMO-101 

LUMO of NA1 (2.64 eV), which explains the moderately 102 

higher conductance for AZ1. This is further demonstrated 103 

by the calculated transmission functions for NA1 and AZ1 104 

monomers (Fig. S11). In the case of stacked dimers, the 105 
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DFT optimization of the configurations suggests that the 1 

two monomers are fully stacked in an antiparallel 2 

arrangement, as shown in top left of Fig. 5a. Moreover, the 3 

calculated junction length of the optimized fully stacked 4 

dimer configurations (1.214 nm for AZ1 and 1.224 nm for 5 

NA1) are in agreement with the experimentally measured 6 

tip-substrate gaps for the LC states (1.214 nm for AZ1 and 7 

1.131 nm for NA1). 8 

 9 

 10 

Figure 5. Transport properties of stacked AZ1 and NA1. (a) Binding energy as a function of stretching distance of fully 11 

stacked AZ1 dimers and NA1 dimers. (b) Calculated optimal conformations for fully stacked AZ1 (top) and NA1 (bottom) 12 

attached to two electrodes. (c) Electrostatic potential of monomer AZ1 and NA1. Positive and negative potentials are 13 

indicated by red and blue, respectively. (d) Calculated transmission functions for the stacked AZ1 and NA1 dimers. 14 

 15 

 16 

The proposed stacking configuration is supported by our 17 

calculated binding energy (BE) as a function of 18 

displacement in the antiparallel direction (Fig. 5a, 19 

bottom). The stretching was performed by shifting the top 20 

monomer from 0 to 4 Å, with an interval step of 0.2 Å, and 21 

fully relaxing the geometries at each step. For both AZ1 and 22 

NA1, the BE decreases with the shrinking overlap area of 23 

the two monomers. A higher BE indicates that there will 24 

be a higher probability for the dimer conformation to be 25 

measured in experiments. Therefore, the antiparallel, fully 26 

stacked dimers are employed to model the experiment 27 

(Fig. 5b). In particular, the fully stacked AZ1 dimer shows 28 
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a higher BE (-0.43 eV) than the NA1 dimer (-0.35 eV), 1 

signaling a stronger π-π interaction between the AZ1 2 

monomers, in agreement with our experiments. It is 3 

interesting to clarify the contribution from electrostatic 4 

interaction of two azulene monomers during this pulling 5 

process. We therefore stretch the two monomers apart 6 

further until 12 Å (Fig. S12). At a displacement distance 7 

around 6 Å, the two antiparallel stacked azulene units are 8 

fully overlapped. The whole process is divided to three 9 

regions as indicated by the shaded areas in Fig. S12. The 10 

electrostatic contributions are rationalized by noting that 11 

the seven-membered ring is positive charged while the 12 

five-member ring is negative charged for azulene. In region 13 

A where the two azulenes are approaching each other, the 14 

two seven -member rings are moving closer introducing a 15 

repulsion between the two monomers resulting in a 16 

weaker binding compared with NA1 dimer. However, in 17 

region B, where the two azulenes are close to being 18 

antiparallel stacked, the five-membered ring at the bottom 19 

(top) and the seven-membered ring on the top (bottom) 20 

attract each other, leading to stronger binding energy than 21 

NA1. In region C, at the final stage of stretching, the two 22 

five-member rings repel each other slightly, which 23 

weakens the interaction between the two monomers. 24 

The stronger interaction between AZ1 monomers can be 25 

further rationalized by analyzing the electrostatic 26 

potential (ESP) of AZ1 and NA1 (Fig. 5c). For AZ1, a strong 27 

negative potential is observed on the five membered ring 28 

(blue arrow) and a slight positive potential is present in the 29 

center of the seven-membered ring (red arrow), consistent 30 

with an intramolecular dipole in AZ1. In contrast, no 31 

obvious potential difference is obtained across the 32 

aromatic structure of NA1. The potential distribution on 33 

AZ1 supports the view that electrostatic interactions 34 

between two molecules can enhance the π-π stacking in 35 

favorable orientations. The enhancement was also 36 

correlated with the energy level splitting of dimer 37 

compared with its counterpart monomer, since the 38 

electronic coupling between the frontier orbitals of two 39 

monomers could be estimated by the splitting of their 40 

energy level into bonding and anti-bonding combinations. 41 

Fig. S13 and Fig. S14 show that the splitting of the LUMO 42 

and LUMO+1 of the NA1 dimer are 0.05 eV and 0.02 eV 43 

respectively, which are significantly smaller than those of 44 

AZ1 dimer (0.44 eV and 0.31 eV). The difference in energy 45 

splitting indicates a stronger interaction between the two 46 

AZ1 monomers, resulting in a greater reduction of the 47 

HOMO-LUMO gap of the AZ1 dimer. Finally, based on the 48 

transmission functions of AZ1 and NA1 dimers (Fig. 5d), it 49 

is evident that the AZ1 dimer has a higher conductance 50 

than the NA1 dimer over the whole energy range of 51 

HOMO-LUMO gap, due to its smaller HOMO-LUMO gap. 52 

Therefore, our calculations support the antiparallel, fully 53 

stacked configurations for AZ1 and NA1, and explain the 54 

experimentally observed stronger π-π interaction and 55 

higher conductance for the stacked AZ1 dimers compared 56 

with the NA1 dimers. Based on Koopmans’ theorem, the 57 

transfer integral is equal to half of the energy splitting of 58 

dimer between LUMO and LUMO+1 or HOMO-1 and 59 

HOMO. More straightforward calculation for transfer 60 

integral between monomer molecular orbitals is also 61 

proposed by the literature 54. Therefore in order to further 62 

stress the contribution of transfer integrals, we directly 63 

calculated it via ⟨𝜙𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂
1 |𝐹|𝜙𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂

2 ⟩ where 𝜙𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂
1  and 𝜙𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂

2  64 

are the LUMOs of two monomers (AZ1 or NA1 in current 65 

work) 55 , since DFT-predicted Fermi energy is located close 66 

to LUMO indicating electron transport. In this expression, 67 

𝐹 = 𝑆𝐶εC−1 is the Fock operator of the dimer, where 𝑆 is 68 

the inter-molecular overlap matrix, 𝐶  and ε  are the 69 

molecular orbitals’ coefficients and eigenvalues 70 

respectively. We find that half of the energy splitting 71 

(0.22eV for AZ1 dimer and 0.025eV for NA1 dimers) is very 72 

close to the directly calculated transfer integral (0.221eV 73 

for AZ1 dimer and -0.01eV for NA1). To conclude, the 74 

transfer integral of the AZ1 dimer is much greater than that 75 

of the NA1 dimer indicating better charge transfer 76 

performance of the AZ1 dimer, which again support our 77 

conductance measurement, where the AZ1 dimer possesses 78 

a higher conductance. 79 

It is interesting to observe that the conductance of AZ2 80 

(two Au-S contacts) is lower than that of AZ1 (Au-S and 81 

Au-π contacts). To understand this feature, we first carried 82 

out a transport calculation for AZ2, and compared it with 83 

that of AZ1 (four types of Au-π contacts are considered). 84 

All the molecules in junctions are fully relaxed. As 85 

demonstrated in Fig. S15, AZ2 shows a lower conductance 86 

compared to that of AZ1 in the energy region close to Fermi 87 

level (gray shaded region). The high conductance of AZ1 88 

can be attributed to its closer located LUMO resonance 89 

and the relatively strong Au-π coupling. As shown in Fig. 90 

S15, the calculated binding energies of Au-π contacts (-0.86 91 

eV ~ -1.45 eV) are on average larger than that of Au-S 92 

contacts (-0.86 eV). The strong Au-π coupling thus 93 

contributes to the higher conductance of AZ1. The high 94 

charge injection efficiency through Au-azulene coupling is 95 

also confirmed as shown in Fig. S16 by the comparison 96 

between a molecule with azulene at both ends (DAZ) and 97 

its counterpart with -SMe at both ends (DAZS). The 98 

conductance enhancement due to direct charge injection 99 

into the π system was also reported by Mads et al 56. 100 

The junctions in cofacial contacting conformations (AZ1-101 

co1 and AZ1-co2) showed even higher conductance and 102 

larger binding energy (-1.29 eV and -1.45 eV) compared to 103 

those in non-cofacial conformations (-0.86 eV and -1.22 104 

eV), suggesting a considerable probability for AZ1 to be 105 

measured in a cofacial geometry that features even higher 106 

conductance. The same trend potentially applies to NA1 as 107 

well. Note that in a real experiment the measured 108 

conductance should be obtained from an ensemble of all 109 

possible contacting conformations. 110 

To shed light on the conductance difference between the 111 

AZ1 dimer and the AZ2 dimer, we first calculated the 112 

transmission functions of the optimized AZ1 and AZ2 113 

dimers (Fig. S17). AZ1 dimer shows a higher conductance 114 

than the AZ2 dimer due to the smaller HOMO-LUMO gap 115 

(1.53 eV vs.1.72 eV). Furthermore, we studied the π-π 116 

interaction from a dynamic viewpoint, where we fixed the 117 

bottom monomer and rotated the -SMe groups in the top 118 

molecule. The binding energy as a function of the vertical 119 

distance between the two monomers are examined (Figs. 120 
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S18a and S18b). The extracted optimal distances are larger 1 

for the AZ2 dimer than for the AZ1 dimer as shown in Fig. 2 

S18c, indicating weaker π-π stacking for AZ2 than AZ1. This 3 

is further verified by the more rapidly decreasing binding 4 

energy of the AZ2 dimer than the AZ1 dimer while 5 

progressively varying the rotation angle with the fixed 6 

optimal vertical distance (Fig. S18d). The weakening of 7 

stacking due to the steric hindrance caused by side-group 8 

rotation is also supported by previous reports 24, 57. Note 9 

that the AZ1 dimer exhibited higher conductance than the 10 

AZ2 monomer, which supports the strong π-π stacking for 11 

the AZ1 dimer and could also be related with the larger 12 

contacting angle of the AZ2 monomer (Fig. S15) which 13 

therefore weaken the coupling between gold electrode and 14 

the π system of monomer AZ2, leading to a lower 15 

conductance. To provide intuitive comparison of all the 16 

tested species, we summarized the key experimental and 17 

calculated data in Table 1 and extended a discussion for 18 

comprehensive interpretation of the data in Fig. S19. 19 

 20 

Table 1. The experimental and calculated results of all the tested species 21 

 Species Conductance PSD 
Total 

Length 
/nm 

Plateau 
Slope 
/nm-1 

Optimized Conformation 
HL 
Gap 
/eV 

Binding 

Energy 
/eV 

Calculated G 

HC 

AZ1 3.73×10−2 𝐺0 G1.75 0.878 -0.410 

 

1.91  
-0.86 

 (Au-π) 
1.54×10−1 𝐺0 

NA1 2.11×10−2 𝐺0 G1.81 0.912 -1.280 

 

2.64 
-0.63 

 (Au-π) 
1.00×10−2 𝐺0 

AZ2 1.65×10−3 𝐺0 G1.00 1.117 -0.451 

 

1.97 
-0.86 

(Au-S) 
2.60×10−3 𝐺0 

AZ3 2.96×10−2 𝐺0 / / / / / / / 

AZ1+AZ3 2.98×10−2 𝐺0 / / / / / / / 

LC 

AZ1 4.33×10−3 𝐺0 G1.58 1.214 -0.955 

 

1.53 
-0.43 

(π-π) 
1.02×10−2 𝐺0 

NA1 9.34×10−4 𝐺0 G1.74 1.131 -2.252 

 

2.43 
-0.35 

(π-π) 
2.56×10−3 𝐺0 

AZ2 1.93×10−4 𝐺0 G1.69 1.383 -0.818 

 

1.72 
-0.62 

(π-π) 
4.98×10−3 𝐺0 
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AZ3 1.82×10−3 𝐺0 / 1.174 -1.042 / / / / 

AZ1+AZ3 2.35×10−3 𝐺0 / 1.160 -1.428 / / / / 

 1 

Given that a bias voltage of 0.1 V is applied through a 2 

junction gap of around 1 nm in our STM-BJ measurement, 3 

the electric field as high as 108 𝑉/𝑚 could be generated 4 

and in principle could affect the molecular conductance. 5 

So we evaluated the real dipole and twist angle under this 6 

electric field in the transport direction for AZ1 and NA1 7 

(Table S3 and Fig. S20). In an electric field of 108 𝑉/𝑚, the 8 

dipole only changed a small amount for both AZ1 (0.25 D) 9 

and NA1 (0.22 D) in comparison to the intrinsic dipole of 10 

AZ1. The twist angles of AZ1 and NA1 both decrease with 11 

electric field, in agreement with a recent report 36, but the 12 

decrease is tiny (0.2º for AZ1 and 0.1º for NA1). Therefore, 13 

since these variations are moderate and are in the same 14 

trend for AZ1 and NA1, the effect of an electric field is 15 

negligible. 16 

 17 

Conclusions 18 

Our work reveals the enhancement of π-π stacking 19 

between dipole-bearing molecules. Our single-molecule 20 

conductance measurements showed the dipole 21 

enhancement of π-π stacking leads to higher 22 

conductances, larger plateau lengths, shallower plateau 23 

slopes, lower PSD n values and longer junction lifetimes. 24 

Mechanical control of the strength of π-π stacking via the 25 

relative rotation of dipoles confirmed that the 26 

enhancement stemmed from the antiparallel alignment of 27 

dipole moments. DFT calculations explained in detail the 28 

mechanism of conductance enhancement by dipole-29 

assisted π-π stacking. On the other hand, the measurement 30 

of the monomer species revealed high charge transport 31 

efficiency via Au-π coupling between the electrode and 32 

azulene group, which is also explained by the DFT 33 

calculated large binding energy. This work provides single-34 

molecule level strategies for the observation and 35 

interpretation of dipole effects on π-π interactions, and 36 

point to new applications of dipole-mediated π-π 37 

interactions in supramolecular devices and functional 38 

materials. In subsequent studies, it would be of interest to 39 

design and compare among a library of molecules with 40 

similar structures, but different dipoles to explore the 41 

quantitative correlation between dipole moment and the 42 

strength of π-π stacking. 43 

 44 

Experimental section 45 

Synthetic procedures and characterizations 46 

The synthetic routes and structures of the AZ-n (n = 1-3) 47 

and NA1 molecules are depicted in Scheme S1 in the 48 

supporting information. 3- or 4-(methylthio)phenyl 49 

substituents were connected to an azulene by Suzuki 50 

cross-coupling reaction, and a methylthio group on 2- 51 

position of azulene in AZ2 was fixed via SNAr reaction. UV-52 

vis absorption spectra and cyclic voltammetry (CV) were 53 

shown in Fig. S47 and Fig. S48, respectively. The optical 54 

gaps (Eg
opt) were calculated from the onset absorption of 55 

the UV-vis absorption spectra, and the optical gaps were 56 

1.67 eV, 1.80 eV, 1.67 eV and 3.46 eV for AZ1, AZ2, AZ3 and 57 

NA1, respectively. The HOMO/LUMO energy levels 58 

(EHOMO/ELUMO) were calculated from the onset 59 

oxidation/reduction potentials (φox/φred) in the cyclic 60 

voltammograms according to the equations of 61 

EHOMO/ELUMO = -e(φox/φred + 4.8 - φFc/Fc+) 58, and the 62 

calculated ELUMO/EHOMO were -5.25/-3.69 eV, -5.28/-3.60 63 

eV, and -5.32/-3.72 eV for AZn (n = 1-3). Since no obvious 64 

oxidation peak was observed in the cyclic voltammograms 65 

of NA1, EHOMO of NA1 cannot be calculated, and the 66 

calculated ELUMO of NA1 was -2.86 eV. The optical and 67 

electrochemical data were summarized in Table S4. 68 

 69 

Conductance measurement  70 

The single-molecule break junction measurements were 71 

carried out using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM, 72 

Agilent 5500). The STM tip is freshly cut and flamed from 73 

a gold wire (0.25 mm diameter, 99.95%, Alfa Aesar). The 74 

molecular solution in tetrahydrofuran (THF, 99.9%, 75 

Sigma-Aldrich) and mesitylene (TMB, 98%, Energy 76 

Chemical) mixed solvent (1:4) was pipetted into the liquid 77 

cell on a gold substrate (gold with a thickness of ~160 nm 78 

on mica) prepared from vapor deposition under ultrahigh 79 

vacuum. During the break junction measurements, the 80 

STM tip continuously approached and retracted from the 81 

substrate with a procedure described elsewhere 59, 60. The 82 

bias voltage between tip and substrate was set to 0.1V, and 83 

the current was collected at a sampling rate of 10 kHz. 84 

 85 

Flicker noise analysis 86 

The conductance data used for flicker noise analysis was 87 

collected from an approach similar to STM-BJ. When a 88 

molecular plateau is detected during the break junction 89 

process, the tip stops moving and remains stationary for 90 

0.2 s, during which the current was recorded at a sampling 91 

rate of 100 kHz. A digital band-pass filter of 100 to 1000 Hz 92 

was applied to preprocess the experimental data to isolate 93 

the effects of low-frequency vibration and high-frequency 94 

noise. We removed the parts in the curve which obviously 95 

does not belong to the molecular junction to eliminate 96 

their interference, most of which are due to breakdown of 97 

the junction before reaching 0.2 s. After that, we performed 98 

a discrete Fourier transformation on the data and 99 

integrated the amplitude in the range of 100-1000 Hz to 100 

obtain the noise power of the trace. For each trace, we 101 

normalized the noise power by the averaged conductance 102 

of that trace, and constructed the two-dimensional 103 

histograms of normalized flicker noise power against 104 

conductance (Fig. 3c). 105 

 106 

‘Pull and hold’ experiments 107 
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The ‘pull and hold’ experiments were performed based 1 

on the STM-BJ method. During the break junction process, 2 

once an LC plateau of π-π stacking was detected, we 3 

stopped the tip movement for 0.4 s. The conductance of 4 

the molecular plateau was recorded simultaneously at the 5 

sampling rate of 100 kHz to produce an individual 6 

conductance vs. tip halted time trace. We stacked all the 7 

traces and obtained the two-dimensional conductance vs. 8 

time (G-t) histograms (Figs. 4d-f). To resolve the survival 9 

rate with time, we plotted the conductance profiles at the 10 

t = 0 and t = 250 ms from the 2D G-t histograms (Fig. S9). 11 

The ratio of the Gaussian fitted conductance peak areas at 12 

t = 0 and t = 250 ms (A’/A) is determined as the survival 13 

rate at 250 ms. 14 

 15 

Statistical analysis of total tip displacement, plateau 16 

length and slope 17 

We analyzed the tip displacement, plateau length and 18 

slope according to our newly established statistical criteria. 19 

We first performed Gaussian fitting for the conductance 20 

peaks in the 1D histograms to obtain the peak positions 21 

and standard deviations σ, (σ ≈ FWHM/2.355). To precisely 22 

calculate the stretching distance and plateau slope, we 23 

excluded the curves without junction formation, and 24 

calculated the tip displacement from the breakdown of Au-25 

Au quantum contact (G0) to the breakdown of the HC or 26 

LC plateau (G-3σ) for each curve. For a fair comparison, the 27 

criterion was unified according to the corresponding G and 28 

σ for each conductance state of all the studied molecules. 29 

From thousands of curves, we constructed 1D histograms 30 

of total tip displacement at the breakdown of HC (Fig. S5b) 31 

and LC states (Fig. 3a). The gap size between the tip and 32 

substrate was estimated by adding the snap-back distance 33 

(0.5 nm) to the averaged total tip displacement. The 34 

statistical analysis of plateau length was the same as that 35 

of total tip displacement except that the calculating range 36 

of stretching distance was from G+3σ to G-3σ, which only 37 

included the plateau region. For the statistical analysis of 38 

plateau slope, we chose a unified, narrower range from G+σ 39 

to G-σ to avoid error from the pre-plateau and post-plateau 40 

sharp decay on the curves. 41 

 42 

DFT calculations 43 

Geometrical optimizations were performed using the 44 

DFT code SIESTA 51, with a local density approximation 45 

LDA functional, a double-ζ polarized basis, a cutoff energy 46 

of 200 Ry and a 0.02 eV/Å force tolerance. In order to 47 

compute their conductance, the molecules were each 48 

placed between pyramidal Au electrodes. The optimal 49 

distance between the Au tip and the S atom was fixed to be 50 

2.4 Å. For each structure, the transmission coefficient T(E) 51 

describing the propagation of electrons of energy E from 52 

the left to the right electrodes was calculated using Gollum 
53 

code 53, which combines the mean-field Hamiltonian and 54 

overlap matrices of the DFT code SIESTA with Landauer-55 

based quantum transport theory. This is equivalent to 56 

using the expression 57 

𝑇(𝐸) = 𝑇r[𝛤𝐿(𝐸)𝐺𝑟(𝐸)𝛤R(𝐸)𝐺𝑟
†(𝐸)] 58 

where 𝛤L,R(𝐸) = 𝑖(ΣL,R(𝐸) − ΣL,R
†(𝐸))/2 , 𝐺𝑟(𝐸) =59 

(𝑔−1 − ΣL − ΣR)−1, 𝑔 is the Green’s function of the isolated 60 

molecule. 𝛤L,R determines the widths of transmission 61 

resonances, ΣL,R(𝐸)  are the self-energies describing the 62 

contact between the molecule and left (L) or right (R) 63 

electrodes. While 𝐺𝑟 is the retarded Green’s function of the 64 

molecule in the presence of the electrodes.  65 

To calculate the binding energy using SIESTA, we 66 

employed a counterpoise method to correct for basis set 67 

superposition errors that are inherent with the localized 68 

orbital basis sets that were employed. In the case of dimers, 69 

two monomers were defined as entity A and entity B 70 

respectively. The ground state energy for the total system 71 

was calculated using SIESTA and was denoted 𝐸𝐴𝐵
𝐴𝐵, with 72 

the DFT parameters defined previously. The energy of each 73 

entity was then calculated on a fixed basis, which was 74 

achieved through the use of ghost atoms. Hence, the 75 

energy of one monomer in the presence of the fixed basis 76 

was defined as 𝐸𝐴
𝐴𝐵and for the other monomer as 𝐸𝐵

𝐴𝐵. The 77 

binding energy (BE) was then calculated using the 78 

following equation 79 

BE = 𝐸𝐴𝐵
𝐴𝐵 − 𝐸𝐴

𝐴𝐵 − 𝐸𝐵
𝐴𝐵 80 

The electrostatic potential (ESP) was calculated using 81 

Gaussian 09 52 at the level of B3LYP/6-311G. 82 
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